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The heart knows well how to detect the borderlines running between our inner world
and the world outside. In the world outside, however, we see our inner world as a
reflection in our partner. A reflection, which reveals our ignorance, limitations and
hatred. The one who can lift up his eyes in humility will see fear and borderlines
disappearing. And then a serene harmony sets in…

The action takes place in Sofia, Bulgaria…
ANNA and KITODAR, both aged 40, live with
their ten-year-old son Nicola.
Anna is a delicate, almost nostalgic woman, but
weariness has taken its toll on her beauty.
Kitodar, who has a beautiful scar on his face, has
been dreaming of becoming an artist-designer
and fulfill his high professional ambitions, but
life has decided otherwise. He owns a furniture
boutique in the suburbs of Sofia. Lack of money
makes every day a brutal struggle for survival
and he faces the risk of having all his property
seized by bailiffs. Kitodar drowns the bitterness
from his failure in alcohol, feeling even more
desperate now that the deep love he felt for Anna
has been bruised in the course of their time
together...
On that particular day, Anna starts working as an art renovator for a
wealthy lady. The painting she works on is a mess, completely
covered by a black layer, which does not allow us to see what it
represents. Throughout the story, gradually, the figures in the
painting will start to emerge more and more clearly, shedding light
on our narrative. The wealthy lady will discover a family she did
not know. But most importantly, the painting will turn out to be a
herald for the epic journey that Anna and Kitodar will go through.
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Bailiffs are knocking on Kitodar's door. Exhausted and drunk, he tries to stop them
from seizing his property, only to end up being beaten up. It is his friend PHILIP
IVANOV who takes him home.
Phillip is now a major distributor of
furniture in Europe and Kitodar
suggests that he start creating chairs for
his company. But Phillip talks him out
of this — there are so many problems
when it comes to marketing, recycling,
you do not know anything about this
business, Kitodar…! Phillip smiles,
easing the tensions hanging in the air,
and starts playing with their son. But he
is secretly in love with Anna.
Kitodar loses everything. Anna is disappointed and angry. She can no longer stand
his naiveté. Late in the night, Kitodar is alone and unhappy. He gets drunk to death
and goes out delirious ...
In the morning, his son hears him
screaming. Nikola jumps out of bed and
goes out on the street. Eventually he
finds his father, hallucinating, in a
deserted place where construction rubble
has been thrown away. Kitodar thinks he
sees a ghost and decides to push it away.
He pushes Nikola with his hands. The
boy steps back, staggering, and falls on
the edge of a metal rod. He gets fatally
jabbed and dies on the spot...
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Kitodar and Anna are devastated.
Their relationship becomes impossible.
The police questions Kitodar and releases
him. The funeral of Nikola takes place.
Phillip Ivanov gets closer to Anna.
Grief-striken, Kitodar leaves…
From there, our couple is separated, but their winding paths will cross again. An
invisible thread keeps them connected in each and every moment and this gets
translated into symbols and visual poetry.
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ITALY, the eastern shore, nearly a village…

BOYAN is Kitodar’s father. He lives at a crossroad in an
isolated cottage, perched on a cliff above the sea. A truck
with a label “TransportoBoyan” is parked in front of the
cottage. The old man is sitting and daydreaming.

A bus arrives and drops off Kitodar with his
suitcase. They have not seen each other for
more than 20 years, but Boyan remains
unmoved. It's hard to talk to him. Sorrow
overwhelms him. No, he does not want to see
him. He wants to be alone. “What about
Mom?” asks Kitodar. Struggling with the
turmoil inside him, Boyan tells Kitodar that
his mother is dead. Then he goes into the
house, leaving Kitodar alone outside...
In his living room, Boyan looks pensively at a
picture of Kitodar between his two parents, 20
years younger and dressed as a soldier. He
does not have a scar yet...
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ONE YEAR LATER
A big city in France...

Kitodar is in France where he has become a hallucinating bum with no money and
no place to live, intoxicated by his denial of the tragic events in his life. In his den
underground, the only thing he does is drinking, and drinking again until everything
collapses and the visions of Anna and Nikola come to visit him. Then he lapses into
unconsciousness... Often, when he comes to his senses, he feels a lingering liver
pain...
In the grip of delirium, he meets remarkable people in unlikely situations. When
necessary, he gabbles a few words in French. Sometimes he repairs and weaves
chairs for a Bulgarian man who owns a shop.
But a very old lady will revive in him that special feeling of love. DAME is 80 years
old and full of life and generosity. The lady serves soup at a communal kitchen and
she will build bridges to Kitodar's soul as if he has had a sudden crush...
But Dame is very sick and she does not
want to end up in hospital. Instead, she
wants to die with someone she loves.
Kitodar will accompany her to a magical
evening at the end of which she drinks a
lethal dose of Pentobarbital and dies in his
arms. After that, he finds an envelope
containing 7000 Euros, which she had left
him.
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Emotionally shaken, he decides to go
back to Bulgaria and win back the love
of his wife.
He arranges everything, calls Anna
and goes to the airport. He buys a
ticket to Sofia. The airplane takes
off…
But in Bulgaria, Anna is afraid to see
Kitodar, who often haunts her dreams.
She lives now in Philip Ivanov's
beautiful apartment. He offered her
security and support. Little by little,
she convinced herself that she loves
him, but the truth is that she was lying
to herself as if she was shutting down
her heart for emotions. She has
become a different person...

... Except that by a miracle,
Kitodar’s plane landed in Dakar, SENEGAL.

No one can understand how this
Bulgarian got on the wrong airplane.
While waiting for the next flight to
Sofia, he meets DIALLO, a charming
taxi driver with whom he discovers
Dakar at night. But suddenly, he is
taken down by his diseased liver; then
he is swept to the hospital and has a
surgery.
In order to help his convalescence, Kitodar
is moved to a hut, which will be a totally
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new ambience for him. The hot light fills
the space. Birds are singing. Time seems
to have a very different pace here. Inside
him, something begins to change.
He will open his eyes to this unknown and
full of energy African world.
He will rebuild his relationships with the
others and look deep inside him. He will
find peace and find the way to the primary
source of his soul.

Diallo, the taxi driver, places Kitodar with
his cousin ALI, because he is a craftsman.
With him, Kitodar will discover “the chair
of the guardian” and will learn how to
sculpt two nested planks. Then he will
modernize it and design a "Neo Ethnic"
chair, using recycled materials.
Ali's adopted son is a boy named
DEMBA. When Kitodar looks at him, so
charming and lively, he seems to be just
like Nikola, his dead son. The only
difference is Demba's black skin. This
child helps him go through greif and get
back in contact with people in Bulgaria on
the Internet. Kitodar becomes attached to
Demba and gradually discovers he has a
new family.
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The beautiful KHADIJA is wild and passionate
but it seems that, in a pretty childish way, all
she wants in this life is freedom and love.
At 45, her beauty is already feeling the
preessure of time. Sometimes she is
overwhelmed by sadness. It is thanks to her that
Kitodar will discover how sweet and tender
love can be. But when she learns of Anna’s
existence, she goes really mad.
SHELTER BEANS is a young crazy
anarchist who specializes in surface
resins. He uses his talent to help
Kitodar coat his chair with resin. But
Shelter's mother is sick and his sister
needs his help.

Anna learns about the adventures of
Kitodar and his landing in Africa during a
phone conversation. She is very reserved
and insists that they divorce. Kitodar feels
she wants to marry his friend Philip Ivanov.
He agrees to sign the divorce papers, but
only when he finishes what he has started.
Kitodar writes to Philip Ivanov and describes his Neo-Ethnic-chair project. This
chair becomes the subject of an unspoken agreement: if Kitodar renounces Anna,
Philip will order his chairs and start selling them.
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Kitodar draws his African friends into his project. The men begin to experiment and
succeed in making the Neo Ethnic chair— it has a plastic-sand body and it is coated
with ivory resin...

Philip receives a prototype chair from Africa. It beats all his expectations. In a
videoconference, the Bulgarians carry out a round of tough negotiations, but at the
end they reach an agreement.
With his partners, Phillip organizes a presale for everyone willing to participate. The
profit he generates is huge.
As initially agreed, Kitodar and his
people receive the first half of the
payment.
They
launch
the
production of chairs. Kitodar speaks
French better and better. He fits into
this world and he feels getting full
of home for the future.

That day in Sofia, Anna sees a gynecologist
who discovers an advanced stage cancer. She
tells Philip. She does not want Kitodar to
know. Philip feels she is not being completely
honest.
Anna has a
chemotherapy.

surgery

and

then

starts
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Two months later...
Ali receives extraordinary news.
His family, whom he believed
was murdered in Mali, has just
contacted him after 5 years. He
will leave to join them, but
Demba will have to return to the
orphanage.

At the workshop, Kitodar and his
team manage to make the 500
Neo Ethnic chairs.

He is also able to adopt Demba and legalize his situation by bypassing bureaucracy.
With this new adopted son, he suddenly thinks of his own father.
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The phone rings in the Italian cottage
where Kitodar's father, Boyan, lives. The
old man answers and Kitodar insists that
he listens to him. Boyan stands before
the 20-year-old picture of the young
soldier Kitodar and his parents
embracing him.
A FLASH-BACK takes us to the precise
moment of this picture. The camera
clicks. Kitodar retrieves it. He is about to
leave, but his parents are upset by his
departure. The situation escalates.
Kitodar criticizes his father calling him
an old drunk without any dreams. Boyan
is enraged and hits him violently in the
face with a piece of metal. Its blade cuts
deeply Kitodar’s face. He collapses to the
ground. With an open bleeding wound,
Kitodar gets up, takes his things and
leaves his mother imploring and his
father standing frozen by his act.
In the present, We find Boyan smiling imperceptibly through his tears. Kitodar is
still speaking: "And today I am asking for your forgiveness. And I would like you to
help me"... Boyan feels free.

Finally, Kitodar leaves by boat with his newly adopted son and the Neo Ethnic
chairs he and his team had made.
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They land in Italy where his father awaits them with his truck. They load the container
of chairs and then travel to Boyan’s cottage. There, the old man gets to know Demba
and is moved by his charm.

On the next day, Kitodar and Demba kiss
Boyan goodbye and then take the truck to
Bulgaria.
Kitodar calls Philip on the way to tell him
that he is coming and that he wants to see
Anna. Phillip is worried.
He lies to Kitodar and then goes to see
Anna in her hospital room. He is upset.
Anna is now bald and weak. Philip realizes
she is not sincere and her attitude confirms
that she loves Kitodar. He starts talking
strangely, unhappily, vulnerably, "Things
are not working out between us.
It's over!”...

And as if he just realized something,
Philip picks up his things and leaves,
abandoning her ...
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The roads lead Kitodar and Demba with the truck full with chairs … They travel day
and night, pass through various landscapes, until they reach Bulgaria and then Sofia...

Still reeling from his separation, Philip Ivanov
welcomes Kitodar and Demba with kindness but he
is sad. He tells them the truth about Anna:
She is doomed and she still loves Kitodar ...

Kitodar and Demba go to the hospital
where Anna is.
When they push the half-open door of her
room they see her bald, fading away, and
surrounded by nurses. But when she sees
them she is stunned. She is suddenly
paralyzed. She panics. A strong desire
awakens in her. She stands up, yanks off
her infusion tubes, pushes everyone out of
her way, and flees with Kitodar and Demba.
“Take me away! I want to die close to you.”
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The truck drives through Sofia. Inside, Anna
finally lowers her eyes toward Demba. Tears
start flowing. “This is Demba”, says Kitodar.
She takes the child in her arms.

They move in an isolated house, close to nature. A medical practitioner, who uses
some new therapies, comes to help Anna find the deep reasons for her illness.
Despite the dark future, they humbly spend their days filled with love...

Somewhere in Africa, in a beautiful place, Ali has made a Neo Ethnic chair. He sits
on the chair pensively, holding a bird in his hands. Then he says a prayer and lets
the bird fly away in the sky.
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TWO YEARS LATER...

It is morning at a beautiful house in Sofia. Kitodar is with Demba, who is ready to
go to school wearing warm clothes. He speaks excellent Bulgarian. The boy puts
on his hat and gloves, pulls the front door open and sees that everything is
covered in snow. He steps out into the snow with a big smile on his face.
Then another person emerges out of the house and comes next to them. It is Anna,
more beautiful than ever. Her hair has grown back and she is happy.
Anna and Kitodar watch Demba
joining his Bulgarian friends to
go to school.
Kitodar kisses Anna in front of their
home. All this is a miracle... THE END

